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1. Introduction

The popularity of cryptocurrency has attracted the attention of scholars, and hence it 
becomes a popular topic to study (Corbet et al., 2018a). Some of the important stud-
ies in cryptocurrencies predicted the Bitcoin returns, volatility, and prices. Balcilar et al. 
(2017) and Alaoui et al. (2018) discussed the return of Bitcoin price and volume, anoth-
er study predicted Bitcoin price and return through the newspaper and internet-based 
analysis (Al-Khazali et al., 2018; Bouri & Gupta, 2019), some others through global fi-
nancial stress and economic uncertainty (Bouri et al., 2018a; Cheah et al., 2018; Fang et 
al., 2018; Yen & Cheng, 2019). Plakandaras et al. (2019) forecast Bitcoin returns using 
the trade war role of the U.S. and China. Kristjanpoller et al. (2020) analyzed six equity 
ETFs and five cryptocurrencies using asymmetric multifractality. Several studies focused 
on the factors affecting the cryptocurrency market: Aggarwal et al. (2019) discussed 
the social factors, Asplund & Ivarsson (2018), Ciaian et al. (2016), Poyser (2017), and 
Sovbetov (2018) employed internal (supply and demand) and external (crypto mar-
ket, macro-financial, and political) factors, while Okorie & Lin (2020) only focused on 
crude palm oil prices. Aside from those factors, the efficiency of the cryptocurrency mar-
ket was discussed by Wei (2018) and Al-Yahyaee et al. (2020), who employed liquidity 
to measure efficiency. However, the previous research did not utilize Bitcoin liquidity as 
a determinant of Bitcoin price.

This research addresses the research gap above by using Bitcoin liquidity as a deter-
minant rather than applying it to cryptocurrency efficiency. In addition, this research 
also applies factors from the previous research (foreign exchange, stock market index, 
interest rates, and gold that are categorized as macro-financial factors) as other determi-
nants. This study also took a different route from the previous research in terms of Bit-
coin as the dependent variable. While some of the studies above examined the Bitcoin 
returns, this study focused on Bitcoin price. This measure was taken because we aimed at 
the Bitcoin business trend (Mackinlay, 1997).

Due to large differences in market capitalization (MCap) between Bitcoin and oth-
er cryptocurrencies, this study only focused on Bitcoin. Even though cryptocurrencies 
keep growing in terms of types and MCap, Bitcoin always comes first among all. The 
growth of cryptocurrency types reached 35.06% from 4,972 (December 29, 2019) to 
6,715 (September 2, 2020), in which Bitcoin has the largest MCap of USD 133.9 billion, 
or 68.9% of total MCap (December 29, 2019), although it decreased to 56.46% of the 
total MCap (September 2, 2020). Bitcoin remains at the top rank of cryptocurrencies in 
terms of MCap (USD 217.9 billion) and therefore dominates the cryptocurrency mar-
ket  (Coinmarketcap, 2019).

The selection of countries for this paper was determined by the Statista survey en-
titled “How Common Are Crypto Currencies Around the World?” (Buchholz, 2019). 
An online polling survey was conducted in Statista’s platform, namely Global Consumer 
Survey, and reached more than 1,000 respondents per country with a total of 55 coun-
tries in 2019. This survey classifies the largest contribution countries in using and own-
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ing the cryptocurrencies: the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Germany, Ja-
pan, Turkey, Spain, Russia, Denmark, Australia, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Argentina, 
Chile, South Africa, China, and Indonesia.

Based on the phenomenon above, we highlight our research contribution in several 
points: (1) the sample focuses on the largest countries in using and owning cryptocur-
rencies, (2) liquidity ratio of Bitcoin is used as a new determinant, (3) we provide a 
robust result using the generalized method of moments (GMM).

The paper is structured as follows: it describes and provides the underlying literature 
of this paper in the second section; the research objects and methods to obtain research 
results are outlined in the third section; Section 4 analyzes and summarizes the proposed 
hypotheses; lastly, Section 5 presents conclusions from research results and suggestions.

2. Literature Review and Development of Hypotheses

2.1 Cryptocorrencies

Cryptocurrencies are being extensively studied by researchers. However, there remains 
a lot of debate among researchers due to different results and implications. Numerous 
cryptocurrencies were studied (Asplund & Ivarsson, 2018; Brauneis & Mestel, 2018; İçel-
lioǧlu & Öner, 2019; Walther et al., 2019), the interaction with other financial indicators 
(foreign exchange, stock market, and interest rate) of several countries were scrutinized 
(Corbet et al., 2018b; Handika et al., 2019; Poyser, 2017; Sovbetov, 2018). To have a 
detailed overview of each variable (Bitcoin, macro-financial and internal factors), the next 
subsections provide details of the hypotheses development of this study.

2.2 Bitcoin (BTC) 

Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer electronic system of payment without the intervention of fi-
nancial institutions (Nakamoto, 2008). It is the most popular cryptocurrency and has 
the largest MCap (Coinmarketcap, 2019). Unlike fiat currencies controlled by central 
or government agencies, Bitcoin is monitored by algorithmic software to capture and 
verify transaction data (Kancs et al., 2015). Nakamoto intended to build Bitcoin using 
blockchain and Proof of Work (PoW) to record all transactions without double-spend-
ing issues.

2.3 Foreign Exchange (FX)

The study of van Wijk (2013) explained that the strengthening of foreign exchange has an 
impact on macroeconomic and financial developments, which in turn will affect Bitcoin 
users to trade and exchange, and the demand for Bitcoin will strengthen. Furthermore, 
Corelli (2018) focused on eleven currencies with six types of cryptocurrency and stated 
that there is a two-way (bidirectional) influence between Bitcoin and currencies in the 
Asian continent, namely the Thai baht (positive effect) and the Taiwanese dollar (nega-
tive effect). Moreover, Dyhrberg (2016) argued that BTC and FX have no or limited net 
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asset value as a medium of exchange. Besides, BTC and FX are both sensitive to the Fed 
interest rate. Therefore, we proposed a hypothesis as follows:

H1: Foreign Exchange (FX) in the 18 countries of the most used and owned cryptocurrencies 
positively affects Bitcoin price (BTC).

2.4 Stock Market Index (SMI)

According to Ciaian et al. (2016), BTC can be explained by SMI. Auto-Regressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) was applied as a method to prove the existence of a signifi-
cant result on the Dow Jones SMI as one of the variables of the global macroeconomy 
and financial developments on the Bitcoin price in the short term. Sukamulja & Sikora 
(2018) used daily Bitcoin closing data as the dependent variable, while the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (DJIA) as the SMI, Bitcoin supply and demand, and gold prices were 
used as the independent variables. The results suggested a significantly negative effect, 
both in the short and long term. Similarly, Wang et al. (2016) found that the SMI shows 
a negative effect on the price of Bitcoin, as evidenced by a good economic condition 
that will benefit the stock market and reduce the demand for other investments such as 
Bitcoin. Therefore, we proposed a hypothesis as follows:

H2:  Stock Market Index (SMI) in the 18 countries of the most used and owned cryptocurrencies 
negatively affects Bitcoin price (BTC).

2.5 Interest Rate (IR)

Dyhrberg (2016) found interest rates (IR) to have a positive correlation with Bitcoin. 
The rise in IR will lead to a strengthening of the USD exchange rate, which will lead to 
increased demand for imports and possibly an increase in online purchases or shop-
ping. In some countries, Bitcoin is used as a payment tool and is convenient for inter-
national online shopping. The demand for Bitcoin will also increase and there will be a 
strengthening of the Bitcoin price. However, both İçellioǧlu and Öner (2019) and Zhu 
et al. (2017) reported that the Bitcoin price will continue to increase when there is a fall 
in IR based on historical data. Bitcoin is considered a speculative asset due to its price 
volatility against IR. An increase in IR will decrease investors’ interest in investing in 
speculative assets because investors will return to assets that are more stable and have 
lower risks, such as IR. Zhu et al. (2017) added that an increase in IR can increase the 
foreign exchange rate, the movement of the country’s market capitalization, and cause a 
decrease in the Bitcoin price. Therefore, we proposed a hypothesis as follows: 

H3: Interest Rates (IR) in the 18 countries of the most used and owned cryptocurrencies nega-
tively affect Bitcoin price (BTC).

2.6 Gold Price (G)

Gold as a macro-financial factor was studied by Pirgaip et al. (2019), who found gold 
has a two-way effect (bidirectional) on Bitcoin. However, Dyhrberg (2016) and İçel-
lioǧlu and Öner (2019) proved that gold has a positive correlation with Bitcoin. İçel-
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lioǧlu and Öner (2019) state that Bitcoin and gold prices have similar aspects, e. g., 
Bitcoin is used by investors as a diversification tool to overcome the risk of market de-
cline. Dyhrberg (2016) adds that Bitcoin and gold prices have no nationality and are 
not controlled by the government. 

Therefore, we proposed a hypothesis as follows:

H4:  Gold price (G) positively affects Bitcoin price (BTC).

2.7 Liquidity Ratio (LR)

Amihud illiquidity ratio is a measurement of market efficiency. It was applied in the 
study by Wei (2018) and Brauneis and Mestel (2018) because of the simplicity and ro-
bustness. Amihud’s illiquidity ratio is used to provide insight into the relationship be-
tween volume and price changes daily, and hence we utilize it as an internal factor in this 
research. The research results of Wei (2018) were confirmed by Brauneis and Mestel 
(2018) who found that market efficiency is positively related to liquidity by measur-
ing turnover ratios and CorwinSchultz spread estimates. More recently, Al-Yahyaee et 
al. (2020) also used liquidity ratio in their research. Wei (2018) and Al-Yahyaee et al. 
(2020) argue that a stronger LR can help create stronger cryptocurrency market efficien-
cy and lower volatility. Strong cryptocurrency market efficiency will strengthen Bitcoin’s 
price as the main cryptocurrency in the cryptocurrency market. Likewise, a stronger LR 
may strengthen the cryptocurrency market, which will lead to higher demand for Bit-
coin and hence increase its price as well. Therefore, we proposed a hypothesis as follows:  

H5:  Liquidity Ratio (LR) positively affects Bitcoin price (BTC).

To summarize the hypotheses, we proposed a conceptual framework as follows:

 

 
FIGURE 1. Conceptual Framework
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3. Data and Methodology

3.1 Research data and sources

This research used quantitative methods and gathered secondary data with a purpo-
sive sampling technique. Data were investigated by using a panel data analysis. The 
time series covered weekly data from January 1st, 2017 to December 29th, 2019, and 
a cross-section of the 18 countries as the largest contributors using and owning the 
cryptocurrencies based on the Global Consumer Survey (Buchholz, 2019). The total 
weekly data were 157 weeks for three years multiplied across 18 countries. Hence, the 
total number of observations 2,826 observations.

The variables in this paper are Bitcoin (BTC) closing price as the dependent variable 
(which may be affected by macro-financial factors (foreign exchange (FX), stock mar-
ket index (SMI), interest rates (IR), gold price (G)), and liquidity ratio (LR) as the in-
dependent variable. Cross-section data included FX, SMI, and IR across 18 countries: 
the United Kingdom, the United States, France, German, Japan, Turkey, Spain, Russia, 
Denmark, Australia, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, South Africa, China, 
and Indonesia, whereas BTC, G, and LR, are global data. The data were obtained from 
Investing (2020) for FX, SMI, and G; CEIC (2020) for IR; and Coinmarketcap (2019) 
for BTC and LR. Table 1 shows FX, SMI and IR indicators for each country.

TABLE 1. Indicators of FX, SMI, and IR

Country FX SMI IR

United Kingdom USD/GBP FTSE 100 Base Rate

United States USD Dow 30 Effective Federal Funds Rate

France USD/EUR CAC 40 Main Refinancing Operations

Germany USD/EUR DAX Main Refinancing Operations

Japan USD/JPY Nikkei 225 Complementary Deposit Facility 
Interest Rate

Turkey USD/TRY BIST 100 Repo Rate 1 Week

Spain USD/EUR IBEX 35 Main Refinancing Operations

Russia USD/RUB MOEX Key Rate

Denmark USD/DKK OMXC20 Discount Rate

Australia USD/AUD S&P/ASX 200 Cash Target Rate

Brazil USD/BRL Bovespa SELIC

Colombia USD/COP COLCAP Intervention Rate Expansion Mini-
mum
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Country FX SMI IR

Mexico USD/MXN S&P/BMV IPC Overnight Target Rate

Argentina USD/ARS S&P Merval 7 Day LELIQ Rate

Chile USD/CLP S&P CLX IPSA Central Bank Target Rate

South Africa USD/ZAR South Africa 40 Repo Rate

China USD/CNY Shanghai Rediscount Rate

Indonesia USD/IDR IDX Composite 7 Days Reverse Repo Rate

Source: compiled by authors

3.2 Fixed Effect Model (FEM)

We used the Hausman test to find the suitable model for panel data, either the Fixed 
Effect Model (FEM) or Random Effect Model (REM) to explain the research result. 
The Hausman test result suggests that the Fixed Effect Model will be applied because 
the probability of chi2 is less than 0.05 (Hausman, 1978; Park, 2011). The Fixed Effect 
Model (FEM) equation from Park (2011) was applied:

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵|𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� � � � ��𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹��� � ��𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆��� � ��𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼��
� ��𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝐺𝐺��� � ��𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐼�� � ��� 

 

 
   

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵|𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� � � � ��𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹��� � ��𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆��� � ��𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼��
� ��𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝐺𝐺��� � ��𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐼�� � ��� 

 
where FX is direct quotes of foreign exchange; SMI is the main index of the stock mar-
ket; IR is the benchmark interest rate; G is gold futures price; LR is liquidity ratio using 
calculations from Al-Yahyaee et al. (2020) research by dividing logarithm of the Bitcoin 
price in USD by the logarithm of Bitcoin market capitalization in USD; t is time se-
ries on weekly data with a period from January 1st, 2017 to December 29th, 2019; i is 
cross-sectional data in 18 countries, and ε is the error term.

3.3 Robustness Analysis

Besides FEM, we also employed the generalized method of moments (GMM) as ad-
ditional regression analysis to test the robustness of the relationship between macro-fi-
nancial and liquidity variables and Bitcoin price. GMM is an econometric model that 
is based on maximum likelihood estimation when parameters of a probability distribu-
tion require nonlinear optimization (Wooldridge, 2010). This method offers benefits 
that can overcome crucial modeling concerns, namely, the fixed effects and endogene-
ity of regressors. Furthermore, the method can avoid dynamic panel bias (Abdeljawad 
et al., 2013). 
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4. Results and Analysis

4.1 Descriptive Statistics Results

We provided summary statistics including minimum and maximum value to avoid mis-
takes in entering the data (Wooldridge, 2018). Our descriptive statistics tests showed 
different results for each of the independent variables, which were foreign exchange 
(FX), stock market index (SMI), interest rates (IR), gold price (G), and liquidity ratio 
(LR), as well as the dependent variable, namely Bitcoin price (BTC). Those statistics 
were summarized in Table 2 below.

TABLE 2. Statistical Description of the Variables

  BTC FX SMI IR G LR

Mean 3.713 1.159 4.023 0.0601 3.119 0.339

Median 3.812 0.824 3.91 0.024 3.114 0.345

Max 4.283 4.182 5.082 0.833 3.193 0.374

Min 2.911 -0.154 2.941 -0.001 3.069 0.287
St. Dev 0.313 1.241 0.572 0.115 0.031 0.019
Skewness -0.956 0.996 0.052 4.031 0.797 -1.048

Kurtosis 3.167 3.035 2.063 21.149 2.832 3.401

Obs. 2,826 2,826 2,826 2,826 2,826 2,826

Source: compiled by authors

The table explains that the BTC produced an average of 3.71 and a median of 3.81 
over three years. BTC revealed a standard deviation of 0.31, with the weekly data reach-
ing the highest value of 4.28 on December 10, 2017, and the lowest value of 2.91 on 
January 8, 2017. Kurtosis and skewness were 3.16 and -0.95 and showed that the form 
of data is pointed and the distribution of data tends to move to the right. 

FX data resulted in mean and median data of 1.16 and 0.82, with the maximum 
data of 4.18 from Indonesia on October 21, 2018, and the minimum data of -0.15 from 
the UK on March 18, 2018. FX produced the largest standard deviation of 1.24 due to 
a large amount of foreign currency exchange data in 18 countries. The skewness and 
kurtosis values were 0.99 and 3.04 respectively.

SMI data revealed the highest mean, median, maximum, and minimum values com-
pared to other variables: 4.02; 3.91; 5.08; and 2.94 respectively in the period from 2017 
to 2019. The maximum value resulted from Turkey on 21st of January, 2018, and the 
minimum value was from Denmark on the 21st of October, 2018. The SMI also pro-
duced the most normal data compared to other variables because it was closest to zero. 
The previous statement was evidenced by the skewness of 0.05 with symmetrically dis-
tributed data and the kurtosis of 2.06 with normal data collision.
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IR data resulted in a small value with percentage form data, implying that values 
were less than 1. The mean and median values were 0.06 and 0.02. The largest IR data 
came from Argentina, with a base rate of 83.26% in August 2019. Meanwhile, the low-
est value of -0.1% came from Japan, with a consistent base rate for the period 2017-
2019. The IR standard deviation is 0.11. IR skewness and kurtosis revealed the largest 
values, which were 4.03 and 21.15. It showed the data distribution is skewed to the right 
and had the sharpest data shape as there were many data groupings.

The mean and median values of G were 3.12 and 3.11 over the 3 years with a maxi-
mum value of 3.193, a minimum value of 3.069, and a standard deviation of 0.03. The 
skewness and kurtosis were 0.80 and 2.83 respectively.

LR was the ratio derived from the distribution of the BTC logarithm and the Bitcoin 
market capitalization logarithm. The mean was 0.339, and the median value was 0.345. 
LR produced the smallest standard deviation of 0.02 with a small data range. This was 
evidenced by the maximum value of 0.37 and the minimum value of 0.29, with a data 
range of 0.08. Skewness revealed the similarity in the form of data owned by LR and 
BTC, which were negatively distributed, whereas other variables resulted in a positive 
distribution. LR proved to have a negative skewness of -1.05 and a kurtosis of 3.40.

4.2 Fixed Effect Model and Generalized Method of Moments Result

Based on the Hausman test, FEM was suggested for the analysis. Table 3 shows the final 
regression result since heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation issues were solved (ro-
bust and cluster options were added on FEM). Thus, it can be assumed that the result 
of FEM was more accurate, reliable, and unbiased. GMM was employed to ensure the 
robustness of regression results.

The overall R2 result produced 0.9465, or 94.65%. It can be inferred that the five 
independent variables, namely FX, SMI, IR, G, and LR can explain the Bitcoin price 
for about 94.65%, while other variables that were not included in this study clarify the 
remaining 5.35%. Furthermore, it could be seen that the probability of F-stat is 0.0000. 
This implies that all the independent variables: FX, SMI, IR, G, LR were significantly 
affected simultaneously on the BTC since the p-value was < 0.05. Surprisingly, LR as 
the new contribution in this research was found to be the most powerful factor in de-
termining Bitcoin price that is classified as an internal factor since the coefficient value 
was the highest among all.

The t- Statistical Test reported that there were four out of five independent variables 
whose results were significant on the Bitcoin price and support the hypotheses. The 
results showed foreign exchange (FX) revealed a positive effect, with significance value 
of 0.013 under condition 0.013 < 0.05, interest rates (IR) resulted in a negative effect, 
with significance value of 0.041 under condition 0.041 < 0.05, gold price (G) produced 
a positive effect, with significance value of 0.000 under condition 0.000 < 0.05, and 
liquidity ratio (LR) proved to have a positive and significant value of 0.000 under con-
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dition of 0.000 < 0.05. Overall, FX, G, and LR were significant at 1% significance level, 
while IR at 5% significance level. Thus, it was revealed that FX, IR, G, and LR were the 
variables that significantly affect Bitcoin price as well as support hypotheses H1, H3, H4, 
and H5. The only exception was observed for stock market index (SMI), which pro-
duced a negative effect with a significance value of 0.479 under condition 0.479 > 0.05, 
and it showed that SMI was the only insignificant independent variable on the Bitcoin 
price, hence it did not support hypothesis H2. Besides, our GMM result showed con-
sistent directions among most of the explanatory variables on the explained variable. 
This indicated that our estimations were robust across different econometric models.

TABLE 3.  FEM and GMM Results

Dep Var.
FEM GMM

BTC

BTC(–1)
0.2149***

(0.0013)

FX
0.0565** 0.1645***
(0.0203) (0.0508)

SMI
-0.0115 -0.1378***

(0.0158) (0.0150)

IR
-0.0443** -0.2462
(0.0199) (0.1759)

G
0.1540*** 0.0885***
(0.0040) (0.0137)

LR
16.1328*** 12.8426***
(0.0157) (0.0206)

C
-2.2481*** -1.3313***
(0.0562) (0.0809)

No. of Obs 2808 2790
No. of Group 18 18
F 1.01

Prob > F 0.0000

R2 overall 0.9465

Wald chi2 1.98

Prob > chi2 0.0000

Note: ***, **, ** significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively; robust standard errors are in parentheses.
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4.3 Discussion

The strengthening of foreign exchange directly affects the macroeconomic and financial 
development in the short run and hence leads the Bitcoin users to execute the trade 
and exchange. Therefore, Bitcoin demand will be strengthened (van Wijk, 2013). Both 
Bitcoin and foreign exchange are sensitive to the Fed interest rate (Dyhrberg, 2016), 
thus it is reasonable enough that Bitcoin price has a positive association with foreign 
exchange. The result supported the research of Corelli (2018), Dyhrberg (2015, 2016), 
and van Wijk (2013).

When foreign exchange drives Bitcoin prices positively, it reveals an inverse effect of 
interest rate on the Bitcoin price.  Bitcoin has generated strong volatility (Katsiampa, 
2018; Katsiampa et al., 2019; Yi et al., 2018), and thus it is a highly speculative asset 
(Balcilar et al., 2017; Bouri et al., 2018b; Kristoufek, 2015; Yermack, 2013; Zhu et al., 
2017) due to the unstable price compared to the interest rate. The increasing interest 
rate will decrease the investors’ intention to invest in speculative investment, Bitcoin 
for instance. Likewise, the decreasing intention of Bitcoin may lead to lowering Bit-
coin price (İçellioǧlu & Öner, 2019; Zhu et al., 2017). The stronger interest rate may 
increase foreign exchange and stir up the market capitalization that causes Bitcoin price 
to drop. Investors prefer to invest in deposit, stock market, real estate, especially foreign 
exchange as interest rates increase. The rise in foreign exchange rates may result in a cap-
ital flow back, which means that investors are withdrawing their investment funds from 
foreign countries. As Bitcoin is considered a speculative asset,  a decrease in Bitcoin 
demand will cause the Bitcoin price go down (Zhu et al., 2017).

Bitcoin has similarities with gold as a diversification portfolio to overcome market 
degradation risk. This is due to the hedging function of gold and Bitcoin. Also, nei-
ther gold nor Bitcoin are controlled by the government, they do not have nationality 
(İçellioǧlu & Öner, 2019). Therefore, the hypothesis that gold positively affects Bitcoin 
price is accepted and this finding supports the research of Dyhrberg (2016), İçellioǧlu 
& Öner (2019), and Pirgaip et al. (2019). Gold and Bitcoin can act as a substitute or 
complementary asset. According to the theory of asset demand, asset yields exhibit the 
function in several financial assets that can substitute each other (O’Brien, 1974). The 
substitution function between gold and Bitcoin could be applied for hedging purposes 
(Baur et al., 2018; Dyhrberg, 2015; Shahzad et al., 2019).

Interestingly, the new independent variable that we proposed in this research, Li-
quidity Ratio, proved to be a significant factor since it provides new insight to the litera-
ture. The function of LR in this research as an internal variable suggests that the strong-
er LR may create a stronger efficient market of cryptocurrency and lower volatility. The 
stronger efficiency of the cryptocurrency market may strengthen the Bitcoin price as 
the highest contributor of cryptocurrency in the market based on market capitalization. 
This research supports the research of Al-Yahyaee et al. (2020), Brauneis and Mestel 
(2018), Wei (2018), and Sensoy (2018) from a new perspective. Indeed, a highly liquid 
asset is attractive to investors (Choudhry, 2005; Ciochetti et al., 2002).
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The stock market index is the only insignificant variable in this research, which is 
not in line with Sukamulja and Sikora (2018) and Wang et al. (2016). There are some 
reasons why SMI can bring insignificant results: (1) this research was performed with-
in a short run, and difference in study time prevented SMI from clearly explaining its 
relationship with BTC, (2) SMI data were derived from 18 countries, while the analysis 
had previously concentrated only on a few countries, (3) the negative correlation of 
SMI is weak and thus represents an insignificant impact on BTC, and (4) SMI refers to 
company performance, while Bitcoin has no references.

5. Conclusion

The research was carried out to determine the effect of macro-financial factors, namely 
foreign exchange, stock market index, interest rates, and gold prices, and the internal 
factor, liquidity ratio on the Bitcoin price. There were 2,826 observations derived from 
18 countries: the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Germany, Japan, Turkey, 
Spain, Russia, Denmark, Australia, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, South 
Africa, China, and Indonesia. We used the Fixed Effect Model and Generalized Meth-
od of Moments for the statistical program to test weekly data from January 1, 2017 
to December 29, 2019. The findings showed that foreign exchange, gold, and liquidity 
ratio have significantly positive effect, while the interest rate has a significantly negative 
effect on Bitcoin price. Meanwhile, the stock market index has a negative but insignif-
icant effect. Therefore, out of the 5 hypotheses that were proposed, 4 hypotheses were 
accepted (H1, H3, H4, and H5).

The stronger foreign exchange may attract Bitcoin users to do more transactions of 
trading and exchange. Thus, it will lead to a higher demand for Bitcoin. US Dollar as 
the first and foremost traded currency worldwide amplifies Bitcoin trading and hence 
causes price to increase. It is the benchmark for investors to deal with decision-making. 
Conversely, the unstable price of Bitcoin indicates high volatility and thus it is catego-
rized as a speculative asset compared to the interest rate, which is quite stable. A strong-
er interest rate may attract the investors to diversify their investment portfolio to a place 
that is affected by interest rate escalation, namely deposit, stock market, real estate, and 
foreign exchange. Meanwhile, Bitcoin gains no advantage when interest rate increases 
and hence the investors’ interest to invest in Bitcoin goes down.

Surprisingly, Gold and Bitcoin have a similar function as a diversification tool since 
Bitcoin is decentralized (is  not controlled by any other parties) and so is gold. Both are 
used worldwide. Gold also affects positively towards Bitcoin as a substitute asset. When 
gold price increases, it increases the potential of the investor to sell gold and replace it 
with Bitcoin as their new portfolio. As Bitcoin could gain abnormal returns, the inves-
tors will take advantage by taking profit at the peak movement of Bitcoin price.

Most importantly, the contribution of this research to the literature is that liquidity 
ratio appears to be the strongest driver of Bitcoin among all factors/variables since the 
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stronger efficiency of the cryptocurrency market may strengthen the Bitcoin price as 
the top ranking or the highest contributor of cryptocurrency in the market based on 
market capitalization. Investors prefer to invest in a liquid asset. A high liquidity asset 
(in this case Bitcoin) will attract investors and increase its demand, thus increasing its 
price. A liquid asset is attractive because the investors can acquire more money (Gero-
michalos & Herrenbrueck, 2016) through selling it in the crypto market, and the trans-
action can be conducted in 24 hours.

An insignificant effect of the stock market was expected due to a short-run period of 
testing, also taking into account prior research that was only conducted in a few coun-
tries. Although our research does not cover the sample based on the continent (Asian, 
Europe, South-East Asia, for instance) like other previous research, this research pro-
vides new insight based on the most used and owned cryptocurrency in the 18 coun-
tries, which proves more reliable in terms of its practical point of view in the cryptocur-
rency market, especially Bitcoin.

Most Bitcoin investors are individual investors who are young and inexperienced 
(Bouri et al., 2018b). They tend to find the information through a search engine, name-
ly online chat or social media (Kristoufek, 2013). Therefore, they are easily persuaded.  
The determinants of Bitcoin price in this study may direct them for a mature and wis-
er decision making to understand the financial assets. This also helps the institutional 
investors to consider investing in Bitcoin. Unlike the other financial traditional assets, 
cryptocurrency regulation remains unclear, and hence many people misunderstand or 
do not fully understand its nature. Therefore, cryptocurrency should build on a firm law 
and regulation to reduce volatility and have a clear direction.

Based on the results, we suggest several recommendations for future research: 
(1) adding another dependent variable as an extension study, such as Ethereum, Rip-
ple, Tether, and other types of cryptocurrencies to check whether the results are con-
sistent, (2) adding other independent variables, such as supply and demand, attractive-
ness, hash rate, legalization, political risk, and volume to identify more predictors that 
may affect Bitcoin; (3) extending the study period or using both a short and a long-run 
period, thus a comparison study could be conducted; and (4) processing the raw data 
of Bitcoin, foreign exchange, stock market index, and gold into a return form to capture 
the business trend and certain events that may be impacted.
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